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O

ver-the-top
top (OTT) TV – or industry speak for digital TV programming and movies delivered
over broadband networks using 3rd party applications – is changing the TV landscape like we
have never seen before, thanks to pioneers such as Netflix and Hulu. In its short 7 year life to
date, OTT has pushed traditional media players in all segments of the value chain to significantly
change
hange their go to market strategies, competitive tactics and even their core business composition.
At the center of this shift has been accelerating access to and affordability of high speed broadband
and consumer devices (ie. OTT set top boxes, USBs and Smart TVs) which are enabling the OTT
ecosystem. All of this is bringing about a structural shift in the Media value chain which starkly
resembles the disintermediation of the film processing industry from the 1990s to early 2000s, when
digital technology ultimately brought about the decline of household
household-name
name giants in image
processing and consumer devices such as Kodak, and replaced them with new players riding the wave
of technology change and consumer driven shifts in consumption. Whilst to date the im
impact
pact of OTT
has largely been in developed markets such as the USA and Australia, we now see the perfect storm
on the horizon for its mass market explosion across Asia. So is the next 5 years emerging as the
‘Kodak moment’ for traditional media value chain players on a global scale, including Asia?

In this whitepaper AEC Advisory explores the growth and implications of OTT TV in Asia, especially
emerging Asia, with a focus on the key drivers of OTT, its likely adoption timeframe and its potential
structural impacts on the traditional Media sector including content producers, satellite (DTH)
operators, subscription TV providers (CAB/SAT MSOs) and free to air (FTA/FreeTV
(FTA/FreeTV)) terrestrial channel
operators. Furthermore,
Furthermore this whitepaper highlights the support being given to OTT TV by Telecom
Operators/ISPs as aan
n important emerging customer retention / churn reduction tool.

Figure 1: TV industry value chain
chain in selected ASEAN countries
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The perfect storm is brewing
During 2015 to 2020 we will see the perfect OTT storm form over Asia as the 3 critical dimensions of
mass market OTT viability reach the tipping point on both the supply and demand sides of the
industry. These 3 critical dimensions which will tip the mass market balance in favour of OTT are:
i.
ii.
iii.

Access (to last mile networks of sufficient speed);
Adoption (of Broadband services); and
Affordability (of consumption devices).

Considering both supply-side
supply side (ie. FTTx last mile access and speeds) and demand
demand-side (ie.. broadband
adoption and set
set-top
top-box/smart
box/smart-TV
TV affordability) is important because the success of OTT requires an
ecosystem, and mainstream OTT players, be it home
home-grown
grown domestic providers or international giants
such as Netflix or Hulu, will only make the necessary domestic investmentsi into markets when all
dimensions meet the minimum feasibility threshold. Whilst this threshold differs for each market, in
principle it is relatively straightforward to interpret with reference to developed markets such as the
USA, Australia, Japan and Singapore where we have seen the launch of both domestic and
international OTT competitors.

The OTT VPN phenomenon is merely a precursor to inevitable game change
Some argue that OTT is not popular, nor viable, in Developing and Emerging Asia, citing existing low
subscriptions to OTT services even by ‘premium customers’. Whilst it is acknowledged that early
adopters in many markets use VPN access to subscribe to OTT services not yet launched domestically,
we do not see this as a viable mass market proposition in emerging Asia due to factors including high
cost/contention of international bandwidth (ie. internet gateway bottlenecks),
bottlenecks), low affordability of
anguage and foreign themed
internationally
internationally-priced
priced services and content which is limited to English llanguage
programs which are a minority genre in Asia. Not to mention the fact that there is no domestic
marketing of global OTT services such as Netflix, Hulu or HBO Now in “unauthorized service areas”.
Further, tthere
here is recent evidence of OTT providers such as HBO Now closing VPN access due to
pressure from content providersii.
However, it is certain that once local OTT services launch within the domestic internet borders of
Developing and Emerging Asian markets, the game will change. O
TT providers will utilize domestic
OTT
Content Delivery Networks (CDN), they will acquire and produce local content alongside international
programs, and they will price OTT services to meet local affordability along with targeted domestic
marketing campaigns to build awareness.

Today across Asia we have broadly three tiers of markets from a broadband development perspective:

•
•
•

Developed (eg. Japan, Singapore, South Korea);
Developing (eg. Malaysia, Thailand); and
Emerging (China, Philippines, Vietnam, Indones
Indonesia,
ia, Myanmar, and others).

Whilst Developed markets already meet the threshold for OTT as evidenced by existing domestic and
international OTT player competition, in Developing and Emerging Asia we still see a deficit in some
of the key OTT dimensions as shown in Figure 2 - namely last mile access/penetration, broadband
affordability and internet speeds.
However, as Figure 2 also shows, over 2015
2015-2020
2020 we forecast all 3 dimensions
d
nsions critical for OTT mass
adoption will exceed our predicted thresholds for all Developing Asia markets (ie. Malaysia and
Thailand) as well as for key Emerging markets such as Philippines, Vietnam and Indonesia. As the
storm front hits, we believe the OTT wave will vigorously take hold across this new addressable
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market of around 550 million consumers, or around 150 million households. To put this figure and
the potential impact of emerging Asia OTT into perspective, today it is estimated that there are
around 500 million total broadband households worldwide exclu
excluding
ding the U.S.A.iii.
Already in Vietnam, an emerging market where fixed broadband penetration is only 17% of
household and represents a high 24%
% of GDP/Capita with average connection speeds of just 2.7
Mbps, 91% of Vietnamese watch online video weekly via vvarious
arious screen devicesiv. As broadband
penetration reaches 30% of 100 habitants across developing markets and 15% of 100 habitants across
Emerging markets, we foresee OTT will become feasible and the scene will be set for its mass
adoption and material disruption to the incu
incumbent
mbent traditional media players.
players
Figure 2: Fixed
Fixed-broadband
broadband access, average speed and affordability in 2014 (left) and 2020F (right)

2014

v

2020

NB: The
he size of bubble indicates PPP in USD of fixed broadband price as % of Gross National Income per capita

Technology is increasing OTT viability; Broadband speeds in Asia will support UHD by 2020
It is generally accepted that OTT requires consistent bandwidth of around 3Mbps for Standard
Definition (SD), 5Mbps for High Definition (HD) and 25Mbps for Ultra High Definition (UHD or 4K)
when delivered over broadband. Whilst it can be delivered with gr
greater
eater compression at lower
broadband speeds, to date when doing so the viewing experience has been compromised versus
insufficient/inconsistent
traditional broadcast media. This reality versus the legacy of insufficient
/inconsistent broadband
ational gateways) has led traditional TV players in Asia to largely
speeds (especially if including intern
international
dismiss the threat of OTT up to now.
broadband speeds in selected markets, 2014 and 2020F vi
Figure 3: Fixed
Fixed-broadband

However recent exponential leaps in
broadband speeds across Asia,
especially Developing and Emerging
Asia,
coupled
with
increasing
broadband penetration, is now casting
fear into the hearts of traditional TV
players and demanding they respond
defensively to the impending OTT
‘new reality’.
As we can see in Figure 3, by 2020
domestic
domestic broadband speeds across
Asia will be sufficient to serve HD
quality OTT – such as Netflix, Hulu,
HBO Now, Amazon, Google TV or
other service – even in Developing
and Emerging markets.
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When we reach this viability threshold, OTT players both international
international and domestic will aggressively
enter the market and begin to severely disrupt the media value chain.
Furthermore, the relentless march of technology in the Set Top Box (STB),, USB and Smart TV itself
means video streaming technologies continue to evolve
evolve,, and higher quality digital TV streams (ie. HD
or UHD) can be transported using less bandwidth. Next
Next-generation
generation codecs such as H.265 have already
been demonstrated to provide bandwidth savings of between 25% and 50% compared to today’s
codecvii. Practicall
Practically,
y, this means within 5 years we will likely see HD delivered over today’s equivalent
SD OTT broadband connection, and a UHD movie stream possible over today’s equivalent HD
bandwidth requirement.
Beyond compression, technology is further increasing the vviability
iability of OTT in Developing and
Emerging Asia through the faster than anticipated ‘Appification’ of OTT services. In just a few years
we have seen OTT platforms evolve two generations, from traditional Set Top Box (STB) form factor to
USB plug
plug-in
in and now
now commercial services using OTT Apps downloaded/embedded into Smart TVs.
With the continued price reduction in access devices like USBs to as low as US$35, even Smart TV
devices which now essentially cost the same as a high end smartphone or tablet PC,
PC we see no barrier
to the mass entry of OTT into our lounge rooms over the next 5 years.

Impacts on free and subscription TV players
So what can we expect to happen over the next 5 years as the OTT storm front hits Developing and
Emerging Asia?
We foresee the OTT disruption will begin within the coming 3 years with pre
pre-OTT
launch defensive
OTT-launch
moves by domestic traditional TV players (free and pay) launching limited OTT services, and
specifically with CAB/SAT players engaging in a
a-la-carte
ice reductions at the lower end of
carte package pr
price
the range. CAB/SAT subscription TV players will make their move in an attempt to encourage a sign
up rush from the lower socio-economic
socio economic tier which to date have not taken up monthly subscriptions
which were seen as inflexible
inflexible and/or unaffordable, and now this segment will be seen as susceptible
to being lost forever to the unavoidable OTT competition. Whilst this initial move will have little
dilution effect on the CAB/SAT operator’s revenue, as the chain reaction begins it will likely snowball
into a price war and retention game which will threaten to move up the customer tiers and chip away
at premium CAB/SAT ARPUs before long
long.
An interesting and telling case study of such impact of mass market OTT adoption on CAB/SAT
ayers is Australia, where Netflix launched its domest
domestic
ic service in March 2015.
players
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Case study of Netflix Australia
Australia’s
’s impact on the TV industry
Netflix,, the leading OTT-TV
OTT TV platform in the world, launched domestically (officially) in Australia in
March 2015. Its structural and commercial impact on the Australian TV industry began even before it
launched, and has continued unabated as both traditional and non
non-traditional
traditional competitors respond to
Netflix’s disruptive market entry. Below we assess the pre
pre- and post-launch
post launch impacts of Netflix in
Australia…

In 7 months from domestic media players accepting the reality that a Netflix local launch was
imminent, the retail entry price of domestic PayTV and OTT fell by 50%...
•

•
•
•
•

July 2014: Research released showing that Netflix is the 2nd most popular paid
paid-content
content in
Australia - Netflix 27% vs Foxtel Pay TV 49% - despite the fact that Netflix was not officially
available (ie. VPN access only)
August 2014: FOXTEL (leading CAB/SAT PayTV provider) cuts the price of its own ‘Presto
Movies‘ OTT service by 50% (Price cut from $20 to $10
$10-per-month)
month)
September 2014: FOXTEL (leading PayTV provider) cuts the price of its entry
entry-level
level PayTV cable
and satellite offering by 50% (PayTV subscription cut from $49.50 to $25
$25--per-month)
January 2015: FOXTEL launches ‘PrestoTV’ OTT JV with FTA broadcaster CH.7 (merges Presto
Movies with leading FreeTV channel) - OTT bundle of TV+Movies only $14.99 a month
February 2015: Leading FreeTV broadcaster Channel 9 and Fairfax Media launch ‘‘STAN’
STAN’ OTT JV
(OTT bundle of TV+Movies only $10 a month)

In under 2 months after launch, the Netflix disruption to local market is huge with 6% of FOXTEL subs
reportedly cancelling CAB/SAT PayTV subscriptions and Pay TV ARPU starting on a steep decline…
•

•

rch 2015: Netflix officially launches in Australia with OTT packages. Netflix is 50% cheaper
March
than the lowest Foxtel PayTV entry subscription of $25 / month (even after Foxtel’s 50% price
drop in September 2014):
o Basic ($8.99/m)
o Standard ($11.99/m)
Ultra
o Premium ($14.99/m) - Premium plan offer is for Ultra-HD
April 2015: Individuals paying for Netflix in April 2015 (39%) is actually more than Foxtel (38%)
based on budgeting App ‘Pocketbook’ data sample – whilst not reflecting the actual mass

market, this has been generally accepted as foreshadowing an alarming future trend
•

May 2015: According to surveys, media and analyst reports:
o ISPs are bundling Netflix into their Broadband offerings, with initial free periods,
periods as a
means of customer retention;
retention
ay TV customers are already using Netflix, AND 6% have switched to
o 13% of FOXTEL P
Pay
either Netflix or Stan saying they cut monthly PayTV spending from $98 to $11;
o Those customers in Australia using Netflix USA through VPN services appeared to

o

continue to use Netflix via the
the same method
method,, meaning…
lmost all new subscribers to Netflix in March and April appear to be NEW customers
Almost
of the Australian service and NOT the same customers churning from the USA VPN!

Source: Pocketbook, Sydney Morning Herald, Choice.com.au, AEC Advisory Analysis
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The case study of OTT-TV
OTT
launch in Australia highlights the rapid disruption to the traditional (and
even the existing domestic OTT) TV sector once the storm front hits
hits,, and similarly gives credibility to a
view that OTT
OTT-TV is complementary to traditional Pay TV services
services.. In the case of the impact on the
leading incumbent CAB/SAT subscription TV provider the structural shift on its customer base is
becoming clear, as it is now estimated that FOXTEL subscribers paying over $100 per month has fallen
11% in 6 months AND subscribers paying under $26 per month has increased 71%. A massive impact
in less than one year and a likely foreteller to the structural shift in ARPU yet to come.
Impacts on satellite DTH players
In our view, the structural impact shown in the Netflix Australia case study on the downstream TV
players is not the end of the story. As we have already mentioned, the chain reaction of OTT impact
will likely penetrate further up the value chain to the S
Satellite
atellite DTH providers who rent their
transponders to CAB/SAT TV operators as their core business, and in our view could potentially result
in future DTH transponder overcapacity.
In recent years we have seen satellite fleets over Asia investing in additional
additional capacity via the launch of
new DTH satellites to cater for forecasts of growing transponder demand. This future demand has
been forecast to come from increasing broadcasts of HD and UHD
UHD/4K
/4K channels and to be sustained
from existing and new CAB/SAT o
operator
perator customers in Developing and Emerging Asia.
The inherent challenge for satellite operators is that the lead time for putting a new satellite in service
is 2-3
3 years, meaning that demand forecasts for a DTH satellite entering service in mid
mid-2015
2015 will
wi have
been compiled back in 2012 – a time when overall broadband penetration and internet speeds were
lower, FTTX
FTTX-based
based access was all but non
non-existent
existent in Developing and Emerging Asia, HD/UHD
presented a compelling future case to underpin transponder dem
demand
and increase, and the threat of OTT
with its potentially rapid adoption in Asia was not fully comprehended.
Figure 4 – Cause and effect chain of OTT on DTH

Compounding the potential threat of DTH overcapacity is that satellite investment cases are buil
built on
service lifetimes of 20 years with financial returns predicated on reaching and sustaining a
long in--service
certain transponder utilization level and price.
price. Mass adoption of OTT within the next 5 years could
cause this forecast to be delayed or even not met in the event that OTT siphons HD/UHD channels
and bandwidth demand from DTH due to platform cost benefits and sufficiently mass viewership.
ith previous DTH demand forecasts locked in and satellites entering service – even as
Therefore, w
with
e 2015 with an announcement from a leading Asian satellite operator revealing
recently as Jun
June
imminent plans to deploy Asia's first dedicated Ultra HD broadcast satellite platform – the risks are
clear and present.
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However, we are not as yet predicting aany net decline in transponder demand or pricing during the
next 3 years due to OTT, as continued organic growth is still supporting Emerging and Developing
Asia DTH demand and supply is constrained.
constrained. We are though forecasting a tempering to the
previously forecast growth
growt when OTT is factored in. This is shown in the cause and effect chain of
Figure 4 where, illustratively, the real demand line begins to diverge from the prior demand forecast
once the OTT Tipping Point is reached. This divergence is especially accentuated
accentuated if, as some predict,
Ultra HD aggressively takes hold on OTT given the more attractive economics of near
near-free
free fixed
broadband network bandwidth versus relatively higher cost satellite transponders for the broadcaster.

OTT Tipping Point
Whilst it is diff
difficult
icult to forecast the precise tipping point of any market at which traditional TV revenues
see material negative impact, an analysis of developed markets and an understanding of the different
demographics of Developing & Emerging Asia enables us to estimat
estimate
e when certain markets may
reach the tipping point with real OTT competition.
As can be seen with a simple example for Thailand – a Developing Market – we believe it may
experience an OTT tipping point, from the measurement perspective of cannibalization of Pay TV
revenues, at around 15% broadband penetration per 100 inhabitants (or
or 45% by household) which
should occur in around 2018.
Whilst this may seem optimistic,
considering that Thailand’s Pay TV
penetration of 15% is much lower
than
comparative
developed
markets and the user base is
concentrated at the top end of the
pyramid
pyramid, it quickly becomes
evident that the potential impact
on Pay TV ARPU and revenues will
be more acute than Developed
markets, even with overall lower
broadband penetration.

Figure 5 – OTT Tipping Point & Share of Pay-TV
Pay TV revenues vs BB penetration

For Free TV broadcasters the
impact of OTT will also eat into revenues as it further fragments audiences beyond the already
evidenced shift in consumer behavior towards broa
broadband
demand versus linear programming. As
dband on
on-demand
foreshadowed earlier, Channel operators will have no choice but to also opt into OTT as a defensive
move, such as Australian Free TV operators Channel 7 and Channel 9 did in the year or so leading up
unch of Netflix. Whilst this is a necessary strategic move it is also a double
edged sword.
to the la
launch
double-edged
There is already evidence that advertisers are seeking to pay less for on air advertising slots than they
did before in Developed market
marketsviii and in Developing Asia the same is inevitable as consumers shift
demand viewing, therefore moving into OTT for a Free TV operator may be precipitating the
to on-demand
faster erosion of advertising revenues.
Adding fuel to the fire is the general lack of regulatory protection against OTT which has traditionally
been the ultimate barrier protecting the TV sector and its incumbents from excessive competition or
rapid structural shifts.
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Within
ithin Developing & Emerging
Emerging Asia specifically, OTT is subjected to relatively loose regulatory control
applied to internet servicesix. For instance:

•
•
•
•

•

•

In Indonesia, there is little regulation of OTT
OTT-TV
TV services; OTT providers are required to block
pornographic content but there are otherwise few restraints on them.
In Malaysia, online content services are currently exempt from the general licensing regi
regime.
In Singapore, domestic OTT
OTT-TV
TV service providers must be licensed, although foreign OTT-TV
OTT
service providers are not, and obtaining licenses is relatively straightforward.
The regulation of OTTOTT-TV
TV services in Thailand is effectively limited to some local
local content
control. Consistently by law on all platforms, obscenity and gambling are illegal and foreign
investment in a local media provider is restricted to 25% however it is not clear if an OTT
OTT-TV
player would be captured under this rule.
For Philippines,
Philippi
OTT-TV
TV services may be offered but only on a free basis until the National
Telecommunications Commission established a regulatory framework for the OTT
OTT-TV
platform.
In Vietnam the government is drafting new internet regulations which are expected to
address OTT-TV
OTT TV services.

OTT heating up already in Asia
There are already movements in Developing and Emerging from both traditional and non
non-traditional
traditional
players in the TV value chain shifting focus to OTT in order to defend and grow market share. Non
Nontraditional
ditional competition is stemming from telecom operators who are leveraging the reality of
Convergence in networks and devices, with some examples including:

•

•
•
•
•

Singtel, operator of subscription TV provider MioTV, has teamed up with Sony Pictures
Television and
and Warner Bros Entertainment to establish on OTT video service joint venture,
HOOQ, in Asiax. Singtel aims to become the largest OTT video service provider in the APAC
region.
Telkom Indonesia has teamed up with ZTE to establish a research center focused on
on IPTV and
OTT video technologiesxi.
In Thailand, GMM, an integrated media and entertainment provider, has produced a new
series “Stay Saga” exclusively for OTT application, LINE TV.
A satellite TV service provider in Vietnam, K+, has announced that it is interested to partner
with other players to enter into the OTT TV service market.
NowTV in Hong Kong, an OTT/IPTV service of HK Telecom (a subsidiary of PCCW), has been
gaining share from cable operators in recent years.

Telecom operators are also seeing OTT as a significant customer retention strategy with estimates of
times, hence there is evidence that they will spur the mass
multi-play
play churn reduction as much as 10-times,
g examples of this include telecom operators
market adoption of OTT-TV
OTT
in Asia
Asia.. Recent and emergin
emerging
partnering with Netflix upon its domestic launch in their markets:

•

SingTel Optus in Australia is now offering free access to Netflix for 6 months for customers
signing up to a $90 per month unlimited broadband p
plan.

•

customers
ISP iiNet in Australia is offering free access to Netflix for 6 months for its customers.

With recent announcements directly from giants such as Netflix, and from analysts covering the
company, it is now clear that OTT is making its way aggressively tto
o Asia, and with the help of local
anticipated
partners such as telecom operators will penetrate the mass market faster than anticipated.
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In fact, today it is already understood that Netflix itself:

•

Is launching in Japan by Q4 2015; and

•

Announced
nnounced that it would finish expanding globally within two years;
years

•

Will launch ‘limited services’ potentially in China and India soon; and

•

May be considering entering South Korea, Philippines, Indonesia, and Thailand.
Thailand

Where to next?

I

n many respects, the OTT phenomenon globally presents both threats and opportunities to
traditional TV sector players,
players both upstream and downstream. Whether it be defensive strategies
of incumbents or competitive pursuits of new market entrants, moves are already being made.

From DTH provid
providers
ers defensively incorporating OTT applications into their set top boxes (eg. DISH in
the USA), to others bypassing their traditional platform and offering their own OTT direct to the
SmartTV (eg. Sky in Germany), and from Free TV and CAB/SAT players launching
launching their own OTT
services (eg. Channels 7/9 and Foxtel in Australia) to telecom operators bundling 3rd party OTT
services into their Broadband offerings to reduce churn, the one thing that is certain is that OTT is an
unstoppable force already structurall
structurally
y impacting the media and telecom industry around the globe.
In Asia, as the emergence of OTT TV takes effect over the coming 5 years, tthose
hose who embrace OTT
both defensively and opportunistically will win, while those who ignore it will do so at their own peril.
Going back to our original thesis, in our mind the rise of OTT in Asia strongly resembles the dawn of
mass market digital imaging – in which a series of missed opportunities and strategic missteps
peppered a decade
decade-long
long decline in industry incumben
incumbents
ts as digital photography and consumer
behavioural shifts destroyed the traditional business model.
ory today’s Developing and Emerging Asia TV sector incumbent
We are yet to see which side of hist
history
players will fall…

Where to next?...
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